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Glossary
Acronym

Indonesian

English

Description

SIUP

Surat Izin Tanda
Usaha

Business
license

A permit document required by an individual or
organization that wants to establish a trading
company. This license is not required for
businesses that will operate outside the trading
sector, branch and representative offices, or
micro businesses (MOT 46/2009 Art. 4).

TDP

Tanda Daftar
Usaha

Company
registration
certificate

Official document that shows a business is
registered.

WLK

Wajib Lapor
Ketenagakerjaan

Mandatory
Labor Affairs
Report

An employment report that businesses must send
to the Ministry of Manpower after a company
obtains its business license.

NIB

Nomor Induk
Berusaha

Business
Identification
Number

Identity assigned to a business by the Online
Single Submission system after it is registered.

HO

Izin Gangguan

Nuisance
permit

Permit issued to ensure that business activity
will not cause harm to the surrounding
neighbourhood.

PTSP

Pelayanan
Terpadu Satu
Pintu

One Stop
Integrated
Services

Indonesian government Agency & Online portal
established to facilitate licensing.

IMB

Izin Mendirikan
Bangunan

Building
establishment
permit

Permit to construct a building for business
purposes.

NPWP

Nomor Pokok
Wajib Pajak

Taxpayer
identification
number

Identification number for tax administration.

AHU

Administrasi
Hukum Umum

General Law
Administration
System

Directorate general that supports Ministry of Law
and Human Rights Affairs. AHU provides online
public services, such as the establishment of
company deeds.

BPJS
Kesehatan

Badan
Penyelenggara
Jaminan Sosial
Kesehatan

Indonesia
Health Social
Security
Program

National healthcare insurance program initiated
by the Indonesian government.

BPJS
Ketenagakerjaan

Badan
Penyelenggara
Jaminan Sosial
Ketenagakerjaan

Manpower
Social Security
program

Social security program that covers occupational
hazards, old age, pension, and life insurance for
employees in Indonesia.

-

Surat
Keterangan
Domisili

Domicile letter

Proof of residence.

Sources are collated from American Chamber of Commerce (2018), Indonesia Ease of Doing Business Report (2018) and The Asia
Foundation Report/TAF (2007).
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Executive Summary
Indonesian President Joko Widodo has set a target of improving the country’s ranking in The
World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business (EODB) index from 72nd to 40th by 2019. One barrier to
meeting this challenge is Indonesia’s ranking in the Starting a Business Indicator, where it is
144th among 190 countries. According to the EODB Report, it takes 23 days and 11 procedures to
register a business in Indonesia.
To address this problem, the central government has implemented changes requiring parallel
procedures with local governments and introduced a program called the Online Single Submission
system (OSS), established in July 2018. However, there are major barriers to the success of these
changes, including a lack of information for businesses, inadequate IT infrastructure, and failure
to synchronize the central and local governments under the OSS. As a result, policy changes and
the OSS have not been working as intended.
Case studies in Jakarta, Bandung, and Bandar Lampung revealed that there are two
regulations—one implemented by the local government and the other implemented by the
central government—that should be revised to speed up business registration. The government
should also remove a procedure from the business registration process and develop
collaboration with local private sectors and business associations to improve the OSS. These
changes would reduce the time required for registering a business by 17 days. These reforms
would benefit small and medium businesses the most, since they are the most common types
of business in Indonesia (approximately 98% of all businesses). Such a reduction in the time
required to register a business would be enough to improve Indonesia’s Starting a Business
Indicator ranking from 144th to 75th.
Based on our findings, we recommend four policy changes. First, the Jakarta provincial
government should revise the Regulation of the Head of Investment and One Stop Integrated
Services 23/2017 Article 2d. The Mandatory Labor Affairs Report (MLAR) stipulated in this
regulation should be removed as a business registration requirement. Its content is duplicates
data provided by the BPJS Ketenagakerjaan documents as part of national social security program.
In addition, requiring an MLAR contradicts the regulation of the Minister of Manpower (MOM)
14/2006, which says it is not required for business registration. Second, Government Regulation
24/2018 Article 78 should be reformed to require that the central government collaborate with
local business associations to disseminate information about the OSS. This collaboration will
ensure that information reaches even remote areas. Third, Government Regulation 24/2018
Article 88 should be reformed to ensure that the ministries related to the OSS assist local
governments to synchronize standard operating procedures and regulations to implement the
OSS. This assistance should continue for one year, after which there should be a penalty for local
governments that fail to comply with the new procedures for registering businesses through
the OSS. Fourth, Government Regulation 24/2018 Article 91 should be changed to ensure the
government will collaborate with the private sector to improve the IT infrastructure in all regions
to support the OSS. Participation by the private sector is important because they have the
resources to provide internet access and computers needed to implement the OSS in districts
and municipalities across Indonesia.
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Current Situation
According to The World Bank (2018) Indonesia improved its position in the 2018 Ease of Doing
Business Index (EoDB) compared to the previous year (2017), rising 19 spots from its position
of 91st in 2017 to 72nd (Figure 1). The Coordinating Minister for Economic Affairs responded
by saying, “In the past three years, Indonesia has become an easier place to do business”
(Cabinet Secretary, 2017a). This achievement is part of a trend of improvement in the country’s
performance. Indonesia has risen in the EoDB ranking from 114th in 2015 to 106th in 2016 before
rising again in 2017 for to the rank of 91st. President Joko Widodo has set a target of ranking
40th in the 2019 EoDB (Cabinet Secretary, 2017b). The country needs to overtake 32 others in the
ranking to reach this target.
Figure 1
Indonesia Ease of Doing Business Rank from 2015–2018
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Sources are collated from Investment Coordinating Board (Badan Koordinasi Penanaman Modal/BKPM) (2018)

Despite its progress in the recent years, Indonesia is being held back by its low ranking in the
‘Starting a Business’ indicator (World Bank, 2018a, p.1). Its current ranking by this indicator is
144th, lagging behind neighboring countries such as Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand, which
rank 6th, 36th, and 111th respectively (World Bank, 2018b). Table 1 represents these rankings.
Indonesia’s rank in the Starting a Business Index is calculated based on the number of procedures,
the number of days, and the cost of undertaking the steps to legally register a business (The World
Bank, 2017, p.14). According to the 2018 EoDB report, it takes up to 23 days to register a business
in Indonesia while in Singapore and Thailand it takes less than a week. While Indonesian business
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people must complete 11 procedures to register their business, Singapore, Thailand, and Malaysia
require at most nine procedures (The World Bank, 2018b). Moreover, the cost of registering a
business is highest in Indonesia, costing about 10.9% of the average income per capita, while in
Singapore, Thailand, and Malaysia, the cost of registering is 0.5%, 6.2%, and 4.4% respectively.
Table 1
Parameters of 2017 EoDB ‘Starting a Business Rank’ in Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand
Countries

Starting a
Business Rank

Number of
Procedures

Time
(days)

Cost (% of income
per capita)

Singapore

6

3

2.5 days

0.5

Thailand

36

5

4.5 days

6.2

Malaysia

111

8.5

18.5 days

5.4

Indonesia

144

11.2

23.1 days

10.9

Sources are collated from World Bank (2018b).
Note to Table 1:
The cost of registration is presented as a percentage of the average income per capita in each country. This calculation
excludes bribes and includes all official fees and fees for legal or professional services that are in accordance with the law or
commonly used in practice. Intermediary fees are also included in this cost, since they are considered a professional service
(World Bank EoDB Report, 2018b, p 72). In Indonesia, national income per capita is IDR 38,375,519.6 (Statistics Indonesia, 2017a)
and the average cost to register a business in Jakarta is about IDR 4,180,000, or about 10.9% from the national income per
capita. Number of procedures is calculated based on “interaction of the company founders with external parties (for example,
government agencies, lawyers, auditors or notaries). Procedures that must be completed in the same building but in different
offices or at different counters are counted as separate procedures. If founders have to visit the same office several times for
different sequential procedures, each is counted separately” (World Bank EoDB Report, 2018b, p 72)

Moreover, Indonesia’s low rank in the Starting a Business index can give insight into the rate of
informal business in Indonesia. In this case, “informal” refers to the legal status of businesses
that are not registered with government (ILO, 2011). The Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD) (2018; Rothenber et al., 2016) estimates that about 93% of businesses
in Indonesia exist in the informal sector, which corroborates data from Statistics Indonesia
(2017b) that found that of the 26,711,011 businesses in Indonesia, about 24,882,555 business
not registered and therefore informal. There are about 1,828,446 registered, formal businesses.
Table 2 illustrates the size of the informal and formal business sectors in Indonesia.
Table 2
Businesses in Indonesia in 2016
Type of Business

Number of Businesses

Percentage

Informal

24,882,555

93%

Formal

1,828,446

7%

Total Businesses

26,711,001

100%

Source: Economics Census (Statistics Indonesia, 2017, p.52)

The Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) (2014, p. 20) reported that
there are potential benefits to operating a formal, registered business. These benefits include
better access to business development services1 and financial services such as credit from
Business development services come in various form such as business training, consultancy, technology development and
transfer (United Nations Development Programme/UNDP, 2004)
1
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banks. Formal businesses also have better access to market supplying other formal businesses2
and the public sector. In addition to these advantages, formal business are more likely to have
formal labor contracts and worker empowerment (Rand and Torm, 2012) and the ability to
operate from a more established physical location (Fajnzylber et al., 2011). Importantly, these
benefits can translate to higher revenues and profits (Khamis, 2014, p.1).
However, according to some studies (Aidies et al, 2007; Cross, 2000; Gerxhani, 2004; Smallbone
and Wetler, 2004; Adele, 2014) the decision to operate an informal business can be seen as a
rational choice. Informal businesses have greater autonomy, flexibility, and freedom when making
strategic business decisions. Informal businesses also offer employment opportunities with low
education and skills requirements and enable entrepreneurs with low capital to establish their
business (ILO, 2014). According to a European Union/OECD Report (2015), another factor in the
decision by an entrepreneur to run an informal business is the ability to avoid government tax
and instead focus on generating profit.
In addition to the fact that there are real advantages to operating an informal business, registering
a business can be difficult and costly. Factors that can hinder an entrepreneur who wants to
register their business include a lack of information about the registration process, the time
required, the number and complexity of steps to register, and the cost of registering (The Asia
Foundation Report, 2007). Many entrepreneurs do not have sufficient information to register their
business (Khamis, 2014, p.2), and as the Indonesia EoDB Report found, it takes up to 23 days and
costs IDR 4,180,000 to register a business in Indonesia (World Bank, 2018a).

Business Registration through the One Stop Integrated Service and
Online Single Submission (OSS)
The business registration process reported in the Indonesia EoDB Report (The World Bank,
2018a) is represented in Figure 2. The registration process begins with the establishment of
a company deed, which is done through the General Law Administration System (AHU Online/
Administrasi Hukum Umum) under the authority of the Ministry of Law and Human Rights Affairs.
Once a business owner has acquired their company deed, they must obtain a domicile letter for
the municipality (The World Bank, 2018a).
Next, the business owner must meet pre-registration requirements, such as securing a building
establishment permit or location permit, then register their business to obtain a business license
and company registration certificate. Under Presidential Decree 97/2014, these processes are
done through the One Stop Integrated Service Office under the authority of the local government
(Komite Pemantauan Pelaksanaan Otonomi Daerah/KPPOD, 2014).
After a business owner obtains their business license and company registration certificate,
they must register their Mandatory Labor Affairs Report (MLAR) through the One Stop
Integration Service Office. Next they must apply for the workers social security program (BPJS
Ketenagakerjaan) and public healthcare insurance (BPJS Kesehatan). Finally, the business owner
must obtain a taxpayer identification number (NPWP).

2
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Other formal business unit are supermarket, Big Corporation, foreign companies among many others.

Figure 2
Process of Starting a Business3

Stakeholders

Process

Companies/
Applicant

Starting a Business

AHU online

Process company deed

Municipality

Apply Domicile Letter

Regional One Stop
Integrated Service

Apply for Building
Establishment
Permit/Location
permit

Apply for
business license
and Company
Registration
Certificate

BPJS

Apply for BPJS Kesehatan
& Ketenagakerjaan

Tax Office

Apply for Taxpayer
Identification Number

Register
Mandatory
Labour Affairs
Report

Source collated from EoDB Report 2018 (World Bank 2018).
Note for Figure 2: “
” symbol indicates that the process is not included in the EoDB Report 2018, however, it is required in
order to obtain a business license.

In July 2018, the central government established the Online Single Submission system (OSS),
changing the business registration system in Indonesia. Although OSS has a similar objective to
the One Stop Integrated Service, which is to accelerate the business licensing service, unlike the
One Stop Integrated Service, which is operated locally, the OSS is operated centrally.
Under the new system, issuing business licenses and company registration certificates is no
longer under the jurisdiction of the One Stop Integrated Service Office—both are now completed
through the OSS. In addition, the One Stop Integrated Service systems are required to synchronize
with the OSS by processing the local permits, such as building establishment permits and location
permits, required to obtain a business license in such a way as to correspond with and support
the OSS (Investment Coordinating Board, 2018).
3

This process is based on business registration in Jakarta as stated in the Indonesia EoDB Report.
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Methodology and Research Locations
To form a better understanding of the real situation facing those pursuing business registration,
this report uses qualitative analysis of data gathered through semi-structured interviews with
various resource persons from March to August 2018. We recorded the business registration
process as experienced by a number of companies in three cities in Indonesia: Jakarta, Bandar
Lampung, and Bandung. These cities were selected due to their potential in the entrepreneurship
sector, indicated by support from local governments.
In Bandung, the local government has shown its seriousness in pushing business growth by
launching an official portal specifically designed to help users to register their business. The
portal was released in 2015 and named “Hayu Bandung” (Come On, Bandung). Twenty-four types
of licenses and permits can be processed through this online portal and users receive them by
mail (Perdana, 2015; Bandung City Communication & Information Agency, 2015; Tiah, 2015).
In Bandar Lampung, support from the local government for the entrepreneurship sector can
be seen in the establishment of “Lampung Goes Digital” or Lampung Entrepreneurship Village
Goes Digital in 2016. This program has become a milestone for improving economic resilience in
Bandar Lampung through the use of technology (Budiman, 2016; Julianto, 2017; Communication
& Information Lampung Provincial Agency, 2016).
Finally, Jakarta was chosen because in addition to being the national capital and the most
populous city in the country, it is the birthplace of numerous new start-up businesses. The
Jakarta government has attempted to strengthen the entrepreneurship sector by establishing
training for new entrepreneurs (Alamsyah. 2017; Julianto, 2017; Trihendrawan, 2017).
The potential for entrepreneurship in these cities is also evidenced by the number of businesses in
each region. Bandung City has the third highest number of businesses in the West Java province,
Bandar Lampung has the most businesses of any city in Lampung Province, and Jakarta has the
fourth most businesses among the provinces on Java Island.
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Figure 3
Total Businesses in West Java (2016)
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Source: Statistics Indonesia (2017c)

Figure 5
Total Businesses in Java Island (2016)
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Small Medium Enterprises in Jakarta, Bandung, Bandar Lampung
Moreover, this research focuses on small and medium enterprise (SME) sized businesses, since
98% of the businesses in Indonesia, or about 26.2 million of the 26.7 million total businesses in
Indonesia were SMEs in 2016 (Statistics Indonesia, 2017c). In Indonesia, the difference between
small and medium businesses is their total assets and total revenue, as depicted in Table 3.
Table 3
Range of Total Assets and Total Revenue Defining Small and Medium Businesses in Indonesia
(in Rupiah)
Indicators

Small

Total Assets (Max)
Total Revenue/year (Max)

Medium

> IDR 50 million–500 million

> IDR 500 million–10 billion

> IDR 300 million–2,500 million

> IDR 2,500 million–50 billion

Source: SME Law 20/2008, Ministry of Cooperatives and SMEs.
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SMEs are also the most common business sizes in Bandung, Bandar Lampung, and Jakarta, as can
be seen in Table 4, which represents the number of SMEs and employment by SMEs in Bandung
and Bandar Lampung. In Bandung, about 97% of all businesses are SMEs, and these businesses
employed about 672,334 workers, almost twice as many workers as were employed by largescale businesses. SMEs also represented almost 97% of businesses in Bandar Lampung, and
these employed more than 220,000 workers. However, in Jakarta even though there are more
than one million SMEs, employment by SMEs and by larger businesses is almost even—about
50.4% of employees work for large-scale businesses, while 49.6% work for SMEs.
Table 4
Businesses and Employment by Business Size in Bandung, Bandar Lampung, and DKI Jakarta (2016)
Description

Bandung
SME

Bandar Lampung

Large Scale

SME

DKI Jakarta

Large Scale

SME

Large Scale

Businesses

333,110

10,830

115,356

3,190

1,154,792

80,859

Employment

672,334

347,280

220,004

89,218

2,435,786

2,479,678

Source: Statistics Indonesia (2017c)

Data
We collected primary data for this study through interviews with various resource persons,
including entrepreneurs and company representatives, business associations, experts in the
business sector, notaries, and government officials (Table 5). Most entrepreneurs we interviewed
operate in the tourism, entertainment, food and beverage, property, textile, and education sectors.
The interviews were conducted from March to August 2018. Secondary data used in this report
was collected from sources including statistical data released by the Ministry of Small Medium
Enterprise, Statistics Indonesia, Indonesia EoDB 2018, EoDB World 2018, policy papers, and
academic journals.
Table 5
Primary Resource Persons
Cities

Source & Business Sector

Jakarta

2 business representatives from tourism sector
1 business representative from food sector
1 business representative from property sector.
3 Business Associations
1 Business Expert
1 Notary

Bandung

4 business representatives from property sector.
1 business representative from tourism sector
1 business representative from printing sector.
1 business representative from technology sector
1 Government Official

Bandar Lampung

2 business representatives from food sector
1 business representative from education sector
3 Business Associations
2 Notaries
Source: CIPS interview notes (2018)
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Limitations
Due to the limited number of companies interviewed, this paper is not meant to be representative.
Instead, it should be treated as a case study that can illustrates the dynamics and challenges
facing business going through the registration process in Indonesia. Of 14 companies in the three
cities, only three (two in Jakarta and one in Bandung) reported that they personally registered
their business without the help of an intermediary agent or broker. All companies that we
interviewed used a notary service to obtain their company deed.
No company was able to report the cost/price information for each step in detail because they
paid an intermediary all at once and are not aware of the breakdown or because the sources
interviewed do not recall the price because the company was set up over one year ago. At the
time of the interview, only two companies who registered with the process were still waiting to
be formalized, the rest completed the process between 2015 and 2017.
Another data limitation stems from the limited publicly available official data on SMEs in Indonesia.
The most recent data was released in the 2016 Economic Census by Statistics Indonesia, which
is only conducted every ten years. In addition, since most SMEs are informal businesses, it is
difficult for the government to capture or record information about them.
Finally, some of the regulations mentioned in the interview process were eliminated during the
data collection process, and the OSS was not fully operational when interviews were conducted,
so interviewees did not have any experience using the system.
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Existing Policies
The large number of informal small businesses makes it difficult for the Indonesian government
to craft policy that will ease and accelerate the process of registering businesses. But such policy,
if successful, will help the national government achieve its EoDB target. For this reason, there are
several national and local regulations aimed at meeting this goal.
First among these is the Regulation of Ministry of Trade 77/2013 Article 2, which states that the
business license (SIUP) and company registration certificate (TDP) can be issued simultaneously
for all trading companies. In the Indonesian context, “trading” refers to business transactions
regarding goods and services that involve buy-and-sell and/or rent-and-sell and/or rental
activities (MOT 36/2007 article 1).
A business license is compulsory for all businesses in all sectors (MOT 46/2009 Article 2), except
for those who conduct their businesses without trading activities; are a subsidiary part, branch,
or representative offices of a main company; or are considered a “micro” businesses—run by
a sole individual, managed by the individual or his/her immediate family members or close
relatives, and with a net worth of less than IDR 50 million, excluding land and building. Micro
businesses are entitled to obtain a business license should their owners wish to do so, but they
are not required to (MOT 46/2009 article 4).
Second, the Regulation of Ministry of Home Affairs 19/2017 Article 1 states that to achieve the
EoDB target, the Ministry Home Affairs eliminates the requirement for a nuisance permit (Hinder
Ordonantie/HO), which is no longer considered in line with the government’s objectives as it tries
to improve the ease of doing business.
Third, the Jakarta Regulation of One Stop Integrated Service (PTSP) Special Region I 23/2017
states in Article 2d that to improve the registration service and to meet the central government’s
EoDB target, the local government of Jakarta requires that the Mandatory Labor Affairs Report
(MLAR, in Indonesian WLK) be performed automatically with the business license (SIUP) and
company registration certificate (TDP) are issued—in other words, once the business license and
company registration certificate are issued, the business should process its MLAR right away.
Fourth is Government Regulation 24/2018, regarding the OSS, which is meant to facilitate and
accelerate business registration. Government Regulation 24/2018 Article 78 stipulates that the
central and local governments must also provide information, especially to SMEs, about how
to access and use the OSS. Article 88 of the same regulation requires ministries that have
requirements related to the OSS to develop standards or procedures that are in accordance with
regulation of OSS. In Article 91, the regulation specifies that the feasibility of the OSS integration
system depends on a due diligence process, requiring the corresponding feasibility of standard
operating procedures and business processes related to the system and of the infrastructure of
the registration system.
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Analysis
A. Challenges experienced by companies in registering their business in
Jakarta, Bandung, Lampung versus what was found in the EoDB Report
This section describes the significant challenges experienced by companies as they registered their
businesses in terms of procedure, time, and cost. Table 6 outlines the findings of the EoDB Report.
Table 6
Average Business Registration Procedure, Cost, and Time in Jakarta According to EoDB 2018
Step

Procedures

Time to complete
(working days)

Associated Cost
(IDR)

1

Pay fee for obtaining approval of company
name

1 day

2

Obtain approval for the company’s name
at the Ministry of Law and Human Rights

Less than one day
(online procedure)

Included in Step
No. 1

3

Arrange for a notary to obtain the
standard form of the company deed and
notarize company documents

1 day, (simultaneous
with step 2)

IDR 1,650,000
(price varies by
notary)

4

Apply to the Ministry of Law and Human
Rights for approval of the deed of
establishment

Less than one day
(online procedure)

5

Apply for company domicile letter

2 days

No charge

6

Pay the non-tax state revenue (PNBP)
fees for legal services at a bank

1 day

IDR 1,580,000

7

Apply SIUP and TDP from the Investment
and One Stop Shop Agency (DPMPTSP)
for Jakarta

7 days on average

No charge

8

Register with the Ministry of Manpower

1 day

No charge

9

Apply for healthcare insurance with 7 days (simultaneous
No charge
social security program (BPJS)
with step 8)

10

Obtain a taxpayer identification number
(NPWP)

1 day (simultaneous
with step 9)

Total

23 working days

IDR 100,000

IDR 850,000

No charge
± IDR 4,180,000

Source: Collated from Indonesia EoDB Report 2018 (The World Bank, 2018a)

Through interviews, we also gathered feedback about the lack of information that creates
additional challenges in the business registration process. This challenge is not discussed in the
EoDB Report.
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1. Lack of Information

Although the
problems in
the business
registration process
caused by a lack
of information are
not discussed in
the EoDB Report,
companies that
have completed
the registration
process in Jakarta,
Bandung, and
Bandar Lampung
reported that it
can significantly
hinder the business
registration process

Although the problems in the business registration process caused by a lack of information
are not discussed in the EoDB Report, companies that have completed the registration
process in Jakarta, Bandung, and Bandar Lampung reported that it can significantly hinder
the business registration process (Personal Interview with Company Representatives in
Jakarta, Bandung, Bandar Lampung, March–August 2018). Interviewees reported that it was
difficult to get reliable information to guide their business registration when beginning the
process. They also reported that they did not receive any information from the government
about the registration procedure. Instead, businesses had to find information through friends
or by hiring intermediaries (Personal Interview with Company Representative in Jakarta,
Bandung, Bandar Lampung, March–August 2018).
Although some companies tried to find the information they needed through the One Stop
Integrated Service Office directly, they often dealt with an officer who did not give complete
information about the procedure or the documents they would need to complete the process
(Personal Interview with Company Representative in Jakarta, Bandung, Bandar Lampung,
March–August 2018). Table 7 shows the information that was available through the One
Stop Integrated Service websites in Jakarta, Bandung, and Bandar Lampung. Complete
information was only available in Jakarta. Neither Bandung nor Bandar Lampung offered
any information about the registration procedure. In Bandung, complete information was
available about required documents and document tracking was available, but only some
downloadable forms and partial information was available regarding the cost and time that
would be required to complete each procedure. In Bandar Lampung, complete information
was only available for document tracking—there was partial information about required
documents and only some downloadable forms, while no information was available about
the costs or time required.
Table 7
Available Information on Regional One Stop Integrated Service Websites

Location

Information
on the
registration
procedures

Information
on required
documents

Downloadable
form for required
document

Information on
cost and time to
complete each
procedure

Feature to
track the
document

Jakarta

√

√

√

√

√

Bandung

x

√

partial

partial

√

Bandar
Lampung

x

partial

partial

x

√

Source are collated from the One Stop Integrated Service websites in Jakarta, Bandung, and Bandar Lampung

Moreover, companies reported that in addition to friends or agents, they were able to find
some information about the business registration process through local business associations.
A representative of a business association similar to the Community of Indonesian Youth
Entrepreneurship (Himpunan Pengusaha Muda Indonesia/HIPMI) and Hands On Community
(Tangan Di Atas/TDA) noted that these business associations can have regular meetings to
educate their members about legal procedures for businesses in Indonesia (Interview with the
Business Association, 2018).
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2. Complicated procedure
The lack of information discussed in the previous section contributes to mistakes in the
complicated registration process in Indonesia. During the registration process, companies
reported that they often filled out forms incorrectly, provided the wrong document, or went to
the wrong institutions while trying to complete the process (Personal Interview with Company
Representative in Jakarta, Bandung, Bandar Lampung, March–August 2018). The process is
further complicated by the many regulations governing business registration in Indonesia, which
are outlined in Table 8.
Table 8
Number of Regulations Affecting the Business Registration Procedure in Indonesia
Regulation Type

Number

Constitutional law (Undang – Undang)

10

Government regulations (Peraturan Pemerintah)

10

Ministerial regulations (Peraturan Kementerian)

23

Local regulations (Peraturan Daerah)

13

Institutional regulations (Peraturan Lembaga)

13

Total Regulations governing starting a business

69

Sources are collated from EoDB Indonesia (World Bank 2017).

The registration and licensing process is not only affected by many regulations. It is also governed
by, and requires interaction with, many levels of government and institutions throughout the
legal hierarchy—these are outlined in Table 9. For example, according to companies in Jakarta,
in order to obtain a business license, a company must obtain a company deed (administered by
the Ministry of Justice and Human rights), a domicile letter (issued by a village administrative
unit governed by regulation of Jakarta Governor Decree), a building establishment permit
(administered by the One Stop Integrated Service under regulation by the governor of Jakarta),
and register for the business license (organized by the One Stop Integrated Service and under the
Head of Jakarta One Stop Integrated Service Decree Agency) (Personal Interview with Company
Representative in Jakarta, March–August 2018).

The registration and licensing process is not only affected by many
regulations. It is also governed by, and requires interaction with, many
levels of government and institutions throughout the legal hierarchy
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Table 9
Procedure to Obtain a Business License, Authorized Institution, Legal Basis, and Supporting
Documents in Jakarta
Procedure to
Obtain Business
License
a.

Process a
company deed

Authorized
Institutions

Regulatory
Level

Ministry of
Justice and
Human Rights

Ministry
of Justice
and Human
Rights

Supporting documents
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

b.

Process the
domicile letter

Village
Administrative
Unit

Governor
Decree

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

c.

Process
building
establishment
permit

Jakarta
One Stop
Integrated
Service
Agency

Provincial
Regulation

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

d.

Process
business
license

Jakarta
One Stop
Integrated
Service
Agency

Head of
Agency
Decree

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Draft of company deed
Taxpayer identification number
Proof of down payment on to
process the decree
Proof of non-tax state revenue
Proof of capital payment in the bank
Copy of identification number
Copy of company deed
Copy of decree of the company’s
ratification as a legal entity
Proof of land ownership
Domicile statement
Proof of property tax
Picture of the business location
Copy of identification number
Copy of company deed
Copy of decree of the company’s
ratification as a legal entity
Copy of company taxpayer
identification number
Proof of land ownership
Proof of property tax
Permit of building technical
implementation
Copy of city plan provision
Picture of architectural plan.
Copy of company deed
Copy of identification number
Copy of company taxpayer
identification number
Statement letter
Picture of company’s representative

Sources collated from Director General of Law Administration Decree 01/2013 and Jakarta One Stop Integrated Service Website (2018)

Companies also reported that the high number of supporting documents they must prepare
at each stage of registration is onerous (Personal Interviews with companies, March–August
2018). At least five supporting documents are required at every stage of registration, and
many documents are required repeatedly at different stages. The cost of complying with these
documentation requirements becomes a burden even before business registration—it begins
with the process to acquire pre-registration documents.
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3. Time consuming
The many documents required and the complicated and repetitive procedures in the
business registration result in a longer process. When companies went to the One stop
Integration Service to register, they reported that they were required to return several
times to complete all required documentation, and this takes a while to finish (Personal
Interview with Company Representative in Jakarta, Bandung, Bandar Lampung, March–
August 2018). Moreover, companies reported that the time required to register a business
is the most significant issue for them in the process (Personal Interview with Company
Representative in Jakarta, Bandung, Bandar Lampung, March–August 2018; Steer, 2006).
The CIPS field study shows that the more procedures businesspeople have to complete,
the more time they spend on the registration process. As explained in the previous
section (and illustrated in Table 9), obtaining a business license in Indonesia requires
many procedures and many supporting documents. Companies reported that obtaining
these supporting documents contributes to lengthy process of registering a business.

The many
documents
required and
the complicated
and repetitive
procedures in
the business
registration
result in a
longer process.

For example, in order to obtain a business license for a manufacturing company (23 days to complete,
according to the EoDB Report), companies have to provide a building establishment permit, which
can take longer than the 30 days recorded in the EoDB Report to obtain (Personal Interview with
Company Representative in Jakarta, Bandung, Bandar Lampung, March–August 2018). This means
that completing the pre-registration requirement and the business registration itself can take more
than 53 days—almost two months even if things go well (illustrated in Figure 6).
Figure 6
Average Processing Time for Building Establishment Permit & Business Registration
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Source: Indonesia EoDB Report (World Bank, 2018)

Moreover, the standard time required to register a business reported in the 2018 EoDB Report
does not include the time required to comply with the permit. This helps to explain the discrepancy
between the time to register reported in the EoDB Report, up to 23 days, and in the CIPS field
study, which found that the time required to complete the process ranged from four to 260
working days4 (Personal Interview with Company Representative in Jakarta, Bandung, Bandar
Lampung, March–August 2018). This means that some businesses spend almost a year on this
process. The different findings between are illustrated in Figure 7.
Survey conducted by Olken & Singhal (2009) in Indonesia used several normalizations of time to standardize the data. They
assumed each working day is equivalent to 6 hours worked, and that there are 260 working days per year.
4
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Figure 7
Days to Complete Business Registration Process (in Working Days)
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Source are collated from EoDB Report (The World Bank, 2018a) and Personal Interviews with Companies, March–August 2018).
Note: One company in Bandar Lampung managed to complete the registration process within four days because it used the
service of an intermediary agent who is well connected with officials in the One Stop Integrated Services Office.

4. High Cost
The difficulty, discussed in the previous sections, of the registration process leads to the use of
intermediaries, brokers, and informal fess that speed up and simplify, but also increase the cost
of business registration. Many companies are frustrated by the fact that intermediaries, brokers,
and even government officials take advantage of the complication of the registration process to
add to the already high price of completing their business registration (Personal Interview with
Company Representative in Jakarta, Bandung, Bandar Lampung, March–August 2018). The formal
cost of the legitimate process is not the issue for companies (Steer, 2009; Rothenberg et al, 2015).
The issue is the high fees charged by the brokers and intermediaries needed to navigate the
long and complicated process and the informal fees charged by government officials (Personal
Interview with Company Representative in Jakarta, Bandung, Bandar Lampung, March–August
2018; Steer, 2018).

The high fees
charged by
brokers and
intermediaries
are positively
correlated to
the number
of permits
and business
licenses that
companies
must secure to
operate legally
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The high fees charged by brokers and intermediaries are positively correlated to the
number of permits and business licenses that companies must secure to operate legally.
This is also true of the likelihood that companies will have to pay an informal fee to
complete the registration procedure (Steer, 2004). The more requirements there are for
business registration, the higher the price they have to pay. For example, to get the domicile
letter required for a business license application, a company must request cover letters
from a neighborhood leader and a community leader and then submit them to the village
administrative unit. According to one company in Jakarta, at each stage of the procedure,
they had to pay the authorized person to obtain these documents (Personal Interview with
Company Representative in Jakarta, March–August 2018), even though according to the
One Stop Integrated Service Website in Jakarta, these documents should be free.
The informal fees and broker or intermediary fees create uncertainty about cost of
business registration process, and this problem is not captured by the EoDB Report. The
EoDB Report states that the average price for completing business registration is about
IDR 4,180,000 (World Bank, 2018), but CIPS’s field study found that the cost for business

registration ranges from 3 million to 12 million rupiah (Personal Interviews with Companies,
March–August 2018). The ranges of costs CIPS found in each city are illustrated in Figure 8.
Figure 8
Cost Range for Registering A business (in Million Rupiah)
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Source are collated from Personal Interviews with Companies (March–August 2018)

5. Impact of the onerous process on business registration and EoDB Starting a
Business Ranking
The overall impact of the complicated, opaque, and expensive registration process is that
companies are discouraged from registering their business. Even though companies stated
that it is important to formalize a business, some of them preferred to wait to register or to
discontinue the registration process until they can obtain all the supporting documents, which
can take a substantial amount of time, or until it is time for them to expand the business (Personal
Interview with Company Representative in Jakarta, Bandung, Bandar Lampung, March–August
2018). Some companies reported that so long as they do not have plans to expand their business,
there is no need to register. Because the time and money spent registering a business is so
significant, businesspeople prefer to spend it on business activity rather than registration, even
if they think registering is important.
The significant challenges for starting a business documented in our interviews suggest that
even Indonesia’s low rank at 144th in the Starting a Business Index in the 2018 EoDB Report
does not reflect how difficult it is for companies in Indonesia registering a business. The
differences between the 2018 EoDB Report and our findings are illustrated in Table 10. If instead
of the numbers reported in the 2018 EoDB Report, the most pessimistic numbers found through
interviews for the number of procedures, the length of time to complete the process, and the
cost of registering a business in Jakarta, Bandar, and Bandar Lampung, Indonesia’s Starting a
Business rank would fall to 182nd, lowering the country’s overall EoDB rank to 86th.
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Table 10
EoDB Ranking based on World Bank Findings vs. CIPS Interviews
in Jakarta, Bandung, and Bandar Lampung

Indicators

Description
Based
on EoDB
Indonesia
2018

Starting a
Business
Rank Points
Based
on EoDB
Indonesia
2018

Description based on
interviews in Jakarta,
Bandung, Bandar Lampung

Starting a
Business
Rank Points
Based on
Interviews

12 procedures:
• 10 procedures listed in
the EoDB Report
• 1 procedure to find the
broker/intermediary
• 1 procedure to
obtain the building
establishment permit

12.0

Procedures

10 procedures

11.2

Time (Days)

23 working
days

23.1

260 working days

263.1

Cost (%
income per
capita)

IDR 4,180,000

10.9

IDR 12,000,000

31.3

Rank in
‘Starting a
Business’
Indicator

-

144

-

182

Overall Rank
of EoDB Index

-

72

-

86

Sources collated from World Bank (2018) and calculated based on Distance to Frontier (DTF) Calculator.5

5
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The Indonesia EoDB Rank is based on a survey conducted in Jakarta & Surabaya.

B. Regulation for Accelerating Business Registration in Indonesia Prior to Implementation of the Online Single Submission (OSS) system
To support the business sector in Indonesia, the central government addressed the inefficiencies
of the business registration process by introducing several regulatory changes. However,
the decentralized nature of the Indonesian government allows for interpretation in local
implementation, and the changes have resulted in different results depending on the local
government and their respective region. The challenges this creates can be illustrated by the
implementation of MOT 77/2013, which governs the issuance of company registration certificates
and business licenses; MHA 19/2017, which eliminated the requirement for a nuisance permit;
and Jakarta Investment Service and One Stop Integrated Service (PTSP) Regulation I Number
23/2017, which regards the mandatory labour affairs report.

1. Simultaneous Issuance of Business License and Company Registration Certificate.
The Indonesian Ministry of Trade wants to improve the registration service for trading companies
by issuing business licenses and company registration certificates simultaneously, as stipulated
under the MOT 77/2013. To act in accordance with this, the One Stop Integrated Service must
issue the documents simultaneously within three working days of receiving a complete and
correct application.
The local government of Jakarta adopted this regulation by issuing Investment Services and
Jakarta One Stop Integrated Service (PTSP) Special Region I Number 23/2017, which stated
that business licenses and company registration certificates should be issued simultaneously in
order to support the achievement of the central government’s EoDB target. However, despite the
simultaneous issuance of these documents and the fact that this should take one day according
to the regulation, companies reported that the process is not completed in one day (Personal
Interview with Company Representative in Jakarta, March–August 2018). This is due to the
verification process, which requires the direct authorization of the Head of Agency of the One Stop
Integrated Office, who is not always available at the office. As a result, a process that is supposed
to take one day takes up to two weeks (Personal Interview with Company Representative in
Jakarta, 2018).
The local governments in Bandung and Bandar Lampung apply MOT 77/2013 differently than
Jakarta’s government. In Bandung, although they use the same online system as in Jakarta,
processing is not designed to be simultaneous. Instead, the business license is issued before
the company registration certificate (SOP of The Mayor Bandung Regulation No 495/2015 and
The Mayor Lampung Regulation 04/2015). This is because the business license is a juridical and
technical requirement for the issuance of a company registration certificate because it proves
the business unit has completed the requirements to become a legal entity (Personal Interview
with One Stop Integrated Officer, 11 June 2018; Personal Interview with Notary, 24 May 2018).
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2. Elimination of the Nuisance Permit
In pursuance of the central government’s EoDB target, in March 2017 the Ministry of Home Affairs
(MHA) eliminated nuisance permits (HO) as a requirement for business registration.
The local governments of Jakarta, Bandung, and Bandar Lampung did not comply with this regulation
all at once, but in the end, they harmonized their policy with the regional regulation. Evidence of this
is the issuance of the Jakarta One Stop Integrated Service Regulation No 16/2017 on April 2017,
the Mayor Bandar Lampung Regulation 29/2017 on November 2017, and the Bandung Regional
Regulation No 05/2018 on March 2018, all of which repealed the requirement for a nuisance permit.
As illustrated in Figure 9, this reduced the number of procedures and reduced the time required
by seven days (the average time to obtain a nuisance permit) (Personal Interview with Company
Representative in Jakarta, Bandung, Bandar Lampung, March–August 2018).
Figure 9
Business Registration Before and After the Elimination of Nuisance Permit Requirement
Before the Elimination of Nuisance Permit

Company Deed

Domicile Letter

Nuisance Permit

Business License
& Company
Registration
Certificate

After the Elimination of Nuisance Permit

Company Deed

Domicile Letter

Business License
& Company
Registration
Certificate

Source: Personal Interview with One Stop Integrated Officer, 11 June 2018; Personal Interview with Notary, 24 May 2018.

Although the elimination of the nuisance permit shortens the business registration procedure,
the One Stop Integrated Service Officer we interviewed states that this permit is an important
tool for the government to monitor and ensure that businesses do not harm their neighborhood
(Personal Interview with One Stop Integrated Officer, 11 June 2018; Personal Interview with
Notary, 24 May 2018). Without nuisance permits, local governments can no longer directly check
whether companies operate responsibly (Personal Interview with One Stop Integrated Officer,
11 June 2018; Personal Interview with Notary, 24 May 2018). Companies also believe that for
high-impact businesses, such as metal works, large scale manufacturing, and large scale food
processing they are required to obtain issuance permits, which ensure these operations will
be monitored by the government. However, nuisance permits perform a similar function to a
domicile letter, which requires the approval from a neighborhood official or the head of a subdistrict, which is the main information in the nuisance permit (Personal Interview with One Stop
Integrated Service Officer, 11 June 2018).
On the other hand, SMEs have responded positively because the elimination of the nuisance permit
reduces the burden of business registration (Personal Interview with Company Representative in
Jakarta, Bandung, Bandar Lampung, March–August 2018).
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3. Mandatory Labor Affairs Report
According to Marhaeni et al (2017, p. 177), the Mandatory Labor Affairs Report (MLAR) is used by
the government to create an accurate database of manpower in Indonesia to help the government
create appropriate policy. All for-profit companies that employ workers must register a MLAR
with the Ministry of Manpower, as stated in Ministry of Manpower Regulation 14/2006. Regardless
of the number of workers a company hires or whether they are part-time or full-time workers,
the company must register them with the Ministry of Manpower. However, while this report is
required from all businesses, it is not required as part of the business registration process.
In Bandung and Bandar Lampung, the local government applies the regulation appropriately,
requiring companies to complete and submit the mandatory labor affairs report, but not requiring
it as part of the business registration process (Interview with Notary, 24 May 2018; Interview
with One Stop Integrated Officer, 11 June 2018). The local governments of Bandung and Bandar
Lampung do not exercise any authority over this report, instead requiring companies to report
directly to the Provincial Manpower Agency website.
However, the Local Government of Jakarta has made this report part of its business registration
process (The World Bank, 2017). The intention of this policy is both to provide data on employment
and to simplify the business registration procedure in Jakarta (One Stop Integrated Service
Regulation 23/2017). Through this regulation, the local government of Jakarta intended for the
MLAR to be completed at the same time that the business license and company registration
certificate were issued, as stated in the One Stop Integrated Service Regulation 23/2017, and all
three together are intended to take two days to complete (One Stop Integrated Service Regulation
23/2017).
In practice, this has failed to meet the goals stated by the Jakarta government. SMEs
interviewed in Jakarta reported that they do not register the MLAR because they believe
that their businesses and the number of employees are too small, or because they do
not have any employees (Personal Interview with Company Representative in Jakarta,
March–August 2018). They also stated that they mostly use part-time employees,
who they consider informal employees—believing there is no need to register them
(Personal Interview with Company Representative in Jakarta, March–August 2018).
Companies also stated that they can operate normally without registering the MLAR,
which makes the requirement seem more insignificant for their business (Personal
Interview with Company Representative in Jakarta, March–August 2018).

Companies also
stated that they
can operate
normally without
registering the MLAR,
which makes the
requirement seem
more insignificant for
their business

The experience in Jakarta demonstrates that even when the MLAR is made a requirement for
business registration, companies prefer to skip it entirely. This is due to their misunderstanding
of the regulation and the weak monitoring system. Moreover, if the local government in Jakarta
truly wishes to simplify the business registration process, then the MLAR requirement can be
replaced by the Manpower Social Security program (BPJS Ketenagakerjaan), which requires
the same employment data and can be updated periodically rather than only once a year (MOM
14/2006).
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C. The Implementation of Online Single Submission
In July 2018, President Jokowi formalized the OSS regulation in an effort to improve the business
environment in Indonesia. This regulation applies to the business registration service, intending
to integrate it electronically and eliminate the ability of ministries and local governments to issue
licenses in sectors other than mining, oil and gas, and finance (Investment Coordinating Board,
2018).6 The purpose of the OSS is to simplify business licensing, making it more efficient, simple,
and modern; to simplify regulation through standardization, integration, coordination; and to
bring the services system in line with current technology (Investment Coordinating Board, 2018)
Business identification numbers (BIN) (valid as company registration certificates) and business
licenses are issued by the OSS (Investment Coordinating Board, 2018). Moreover, through
obtaining a BIN through the OSS, a company is automatically registered with the Workers Social
Security Program (BPJS) and healthcare insurance with BPJS. In addition, the OSS requires
synchronization with the regional One Stop Integrated Service to fulfill requirements such
as location permits and building establishment permits, which are still administered locally
(Investment Coordinating Board, 2018).

Business Registration Under OSS
Although the procedure to obtain a business license, which required companies to process the
company deed through a notary and the General Law Administration system (AHU), remained
the same under the new OSS system, issuing the business license through the OSS enabled
companies to receive their license up front before completing local requirements such as
building establishment permits or location permits. In return, companies must commit to meet
the necessary requirements within 30 days (though this depends on the deadline set for each
required permit). If the companies fail to follow through with the commitment, then the business
license becomes null and void (Government Regulation 24/2018).

Although the procedure to obtain a business license, which required
companies to process the company deed through a notary and the
General Law Administration system (AHU), remained the same under the
new OSS system, issuing the business license through the OSS enabled
companies to receive their license up front before completing local
requirements such as building establishment permits or location permits

Figure 10 and Figure 11 show a before-and-after comparison illustrating the effect of the OSS.
These figures illustrate that the procedure to obtain a company deed (Step 1), and to register
the MLAR (Step 5) remained the same, but the process to obtain a business license and company
registration certificate (Step 4), registration of Workers Social Security Program and healthcare
insurance with BPJS (Step 6), and obtaining a taxpayer identification number (Step 7) were
shortened. Moreover, the OSS removed the company domicile (Step 2) requirement from the
registration process.

Although interviewed Companies already formalized their company before OSS’s establishment, but the company still within
the sector that included in the OSS.
6
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Figure 10
Business Registration Process Before OSS
Stakeholders

Process

Companies/Applicant

Starting a Business

AHU online

Step 1: Process company deed (± 5 days / IDR 4, 180,000)

Municipality

Step 2: Apply for domicile letter (±2 days)/ Free)

Regional One Stop
Integrated Service

Step 3: Apply
for building
establishment
permit/location
permit

Step 4: Apply for
business license
and company
registration
certificate
(±7 days / Free)

Step 5: Register
Mandatory Labour
Affairs Report
(±1 day/Free)

BPJS

Step 6: Apply for BPJS Ketenagakerjaan & Kesehatan
(±7 days / Free)

Tax Office

Step 7: Apply for Taxpayer number (±1 day / Free)

Total days & cost: ± 23 days and IDR 4,180,000
Source collated from Indonesia EoDB Report (World Bank, 2018b)
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Figure 11
Business Registration Process After OSS
Stakeholders

Process

Companies/Applicant

Starting a Business

AHU online

Process company deed
(± 5 days / IDR 4, 180,000)

OSS

Process the BIN that serves as
Company Registration Certificate.
OSS automatically registered BPJS +
Taxpayer+ business license based on
Commitment (± 1 day / Free)

Regional One Stop Integrated Service

Process the Building Establishment
Permit/Location Permit

OSS

Issue the final business license with
barcode and electronic signature

Ministry of Manpower

Register the Mandatory Labour Affairs
Report (± 1 day / Free)

Total days and cost until the issuance of BIN & business license based on
commitment and register to Mandatory Labour Affairs:
± 7 days and IDR 4,180,000
Sources collated from OSS (OSS, 2018)
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Although OSS represents a breakthrough regulation with the potential to simplify the
business registration process in Indonesia, the implementation of OSS faces two
challenges: insufficient infrastructure and the integration of central and local regulation.

1. IT Infrastructure
Although local governments responded positively to the establishment of the OSS and are
willing to implement the system, they do not have the required IT infrastructure. According
to the Expert Staff of Coordination from the Ministry for Economic Affairs, Edy Putra
Irawady, the implementation of OSS is not supported by the regional IT infrastructure.
“In some districts, the internet connection is not yet ready and the bandwidth size is too
weak for the implementation of OSS system in some districts” (Akbar, 2018; Asmara,
2018; Putera, 2018). This means that the process of sending licensing documents online
is slower than it should be. By the time this system was launched in July 2018, there
were at least 60 districts/municipalities in Indonesia that had not implemented the OSS
because of IT infrastructure issues and were still using the old system (Akbar, 2018;
Asmara, 2018; Putera, 2018).
Companies are concerned that the implementation of the OSS will have similar problems
to the previous system, with poor website maintenance, a confusing user experience, and
slow upload times (Personal Interview with Company Representative in Jakarta, Bandung,
Bandar Lampung, March–August 2018). In addition, although younger entrepreneurs will
not have problem with an online-based business registration, it may be a challenge for
older entrepreneurs.

Although OSS
represents a
breakthrough
regulation with
the potential to
simplify the business
registration process
in Indonesia, the
implementation
of OSS faces
two challenges:
insufficient
infrastructure and
the integration of
central and local
regulation.

The private sector can provide the resources and support the development of IT infrastructure,
which can be used to improve and accelerate the implementation of the OSS (Ahad, 2018; Rahadi,
2018; Aco, 2018).

2. Synchronization Process Between Central and Local Regulation
According to an officer the One Stop Integrated Service, the implementation of OSS may also be
challenged by the difficulties of synchronizing between central and regional governments. It is
difficult to accommodate all the interests of agencies and stakeholders at the different levels of
government (Personal Interview with One Stop Integrated Service Officer, 11 June 2018).
Figure 12 illustrates the challenge of synchronizing between the central and local governments.
OSS implementation uses a centralized mechanism, which becomes a constraint, since the
One Stop Integrated Service Agency at the local level struggles to keep up with the pace of the
central government. As explained in previous sections, the One Stop Integrated Service Agency
processes local permits such as the building establishment permit, which has to be issued within
30 days of companies’ receiving their business license. However, a field inspection is required
to issue this permit and the regional standard operating procedures and regulations are not
entirely synchronized with the central government, so the regions are struggling to catch up to
the central government (Personal Interview with Dewi Desuk, Researcher UKM Center Faculty of
Economics, University of Indonesia, 2018).
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These issues could potentially defeat the purpose of the establishment of the OSS. If the local
government cannot release their permits on time, then the business licenses issued up front will
become void and companies will need to repeat the entire process through no fault of their own.
Companies also mentioned that the implementation of OSS will most likely not be ready until at
least one year after its launch due to trial and error in implementation (Personal Interview with
Company Representative in Jakarta, Bandung, Bandar Lampung, March–August 2018).
Figure 12
Challenge of Synchronizing between Central and Local Governments Under OSS
Regional One Stop
Integrated Service

Companies/Applicant

OSS

Submission for OSS
requirement: company
deed (Registered through
AHU Online)

Processing business
identification number and
other licenses, such as
business license

Fulfil the commitment of
building establishment
permit in 30 days
(payment in bank)

Issue NIB and business
license based on
commitment to obtain
required permits

Processing building
establishment permit,
location permit in 30 days

Obtain the final business
license with barcode and
electronic signature

Processing the final NIB
and business license

Issuance of building
establishment permit or
location permit

Source: collated from OSS (2018)
Notes: ‘X’ signifies a synchronization challenge in the procedure that may undermine the registration process.
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Recommendations
In principle, the establishment of Government Regulation 24/2018, which establishes the OSS,
should significantly accelerate the business registration process in Indonesia. In practice,
however, the implementation remains challenged by insufficient infrastructure in some districts
and municipalities in Indonesia and by the challenges of synchronizing the procedures and
regulations of the central and regional government. Moreover, the government needs to consider
removing any steps in the process that are not requirements to obtain a business license. Four
policy reforms are required to improve the situation.
First, the Jakarta One Stop Integrated Service Agency should revise One Stop Integrated Service
Decree No 23/2017 Article 2d to remove the MLAR from the business registration process in
Jakarta. In addition to the fact that this report contradicts the requirements for business licenses
in central regulation MOM 14/2006, the MLAR is also not necessary for the Jakarta Government
to gather employment data since it can use data from BPJS Ketenagakerjaan, which provides
similar information. These changes will eliminate one procedure and one day of the time required
for business registration in Jakarta.
Second, the central government should revise Government Regulation 24/2018 Article 78 by
adding a section regarding educating SMEs about the OSS by working together with local business
associations. Although Government Regulation 24/2018 requires that information about the OSS
be disseminated to companies, activities to do so have not taken place. By cooperating with local
governments and business associations, the government can ensure that information about OSS will
reach even remote communities and communities that do not have access to information facilities.
Third, the central government should revise Government Regulation 24/2018 Article 88 to require
that ministries related to the OSS assist local governments in formulating new standard operating
procedures and regulations to ensure that they are synchronized between all levels of government
and the OSS. Ministries should provide this assistance for one year (an adjustment period), after
which time districts and municipalities must be able to implement the OSS properly. To ensure that
local governments meet this requirement, there should be penalties for local governments who fail
to comply. This penalty can be implemented by reducing the performance allowance for officials of
districts and municipalities that fail to implement the OSS after receiving assistance.
Fourth, the central government should revise Government Regulation 24/2018 Article 91 to
ensure that governments work with the private sector to synchronize between the central and
local government, especially concerning upgrades to IT infrastructure. Support from the private
sector is needed. Districts and municipalities are willing to the implement the OSS, but they lack
the infrastructure to make it happen. Meanwhile, the private sector has the resources to provide
internet access and computers for the implementation of the OSS. Collaboration between local
governments and the private sector is the best way to accomplish synchronization quickly so
that OSS implementation can proceed in the required timeframe.
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Assuming that there are no changes in other sub-indicators of the EoDB Index and no changes in
the rank of other counties, the implementation of the OSS and the proposed reforms in this paper
will improve Indonesia’s EoDB Starting a Business ranking, moving the country up 69 places to
75th from its current ranking of 144th. This alone will improve Indonesia’s overall rank in the EoDB
Index and move it up the ranking to 70th best in the world, bringing Indonesia that much closer to
the president’s EoDB target.
Table 11
Expected Outputs from Implementing the Proposed Policy Reforms
Indicators

Current

Expected Outputs

After

11.2

The reform will simplify 4 procedures:
1. Erasing of Mandatory Labor Affairs Report à
new recommendation
2. Removing Company Domicile Letter à
included in the OSS
3. Simplifying BPJS à included in the OSS
4. Simplifying Taxpayer Identification number à
already included in the OSS

7.2

Time (Days)

23.1

The reform will reduce the time procedures to
register a business up to 17 days:
1. Removing Mandatory Labor Affairs Report
will eliminate 1 day
2. Registering Business license through OSS will
eliminate 6 days
3. Removing Company Domicile Letter will
eliminate 2 days
4. Simplifying BPJS will eliminate 7 days
5. Simplifying Taxpayer Identification number
will eliminate 1 day

6.1

Rank in ‘Starting
A Business’
Indicator

144

The EoDB Starting a Business Indicator rank
improves by 69 positions

75

Overall Rank of
EoDB Index

72

The EoDB Rank increases by 2 positions

70

Procedures
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